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CORRADO DE CONCINI - FABIO FAGNANI

1. - Introduction
1.1 - Introduction
Let P~I denote the complex projective line and let G be a finite abelian
I
group acting on it. Consider a finite non-empty G-stable set r in P~ and
take X
Clearly G acts on X also. Our result is the classification of
the G-vector bundles over X up to G-equivariant isomorphism. This type of
classification problems have been introduced, in a general setting, in [K], [BH]
where it is shown their connection with the linearization problem in algebraic
group theory and where a lot of fundamental results have been proven. The
reader is referred to these papers for all general considerations and for a detailed
bibliography on this subject. Recent results are also in [DF], [M]. Moreover, it is
worthwhile to notice that the result we present encompasses certain classification
questions for symmetric linear discrete time systems which were considered in
=

[FW].
1.2 - G-varieties and G-vector bundles
We start with some general considerations. Let X be an affine variety over
complex field C and let G be a finite abelian group acting algebraically
on it. We recall that a G-vector bundle (also equivariant vector bundle) on X
is a vector bundle 1J on X equipped with a G-action such that the projection
p : 1J --+ X is G-equivariant and the action is linear on the fibres v2 =
(i.e. for every g E G and x E X the map v - gv from Tz to 1Jgx is linear). A
G-isomorphism (=G) of G-vector bundles is a usual isomorphism of bundles
which is also G-equivariant. A G-vector bundle 1J on X is said to be trivial if
where M is a (finite-dimensional) G-representation. We will denote
1J ~G

the

Pervenuto alla Redazione il 4 Febbraio 1994.
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the set of equivalence classes (with respect to G-isomorphism) of
G-vector bundles on X. Equivalence classes of G-representations (of dimension
G will denote the group of characters
n) will be denoted by Rep(G)
of G.
If 1) is a G-vector bundle on the complex affine variety X and x E X, we
obtain a representation px of the stabilizer of x, Gx, on the fibre 1)x. It is evident
that the equivalence class of px only depends on 1) up to G-isomorphism. If
H is a subgroup of G, denote by XH the closure of the set of points whose
Let XH Xl U ... U Xk be the
stabilizer is equal to H. Assume that
into
irreducible
G
decomposition
components.
permutes the Xi’s. Let us gather
the components permuted by G. We thus obtain the unique decomposition into
closed disjoint G-stable subsets

by VectG (X)

=

It is then clear that for every fixed i the isomorphism class of the
H -representation Px on v2 is independent of the point x c XH choosen: it
will be denoted by p£. We thus have a map

It is clear that, if H
that
and

X£

K, then for each j 1,..., rK there exists i
pij/). Hence, we have that
=

=

i(j) such

=

1.3 - Main result
Let us now go back to the case where G acts on P’1 and X = JP&#x3E;1Br where
r is a G-stable non-empty subset. The main result that we present in this paper
is the following

THEOREM 1.1. Let X

G-vector bundle
subbundles.

1)

Every

2)

A is

injective and

we

Then

=

on

have

X

can

be

equality

If G acts trivially on X, then
following general result [K], [BH].

decomposed
in

as

direct

sum

of G-line

(2).

Theorem I.I is

a

consequence of the

THEOREM 1.2. Let X be an affine variety on which every vector bundle
is trivial
Xx
and let G be a reductive algebraic group acting trivially
on X. Then every G-vector bundle on X is trivial.
REMARK

1.

homomorphism it :

Consider the
Assume that G acts cyclically on
the
G-action.
Let
H keru.
associated with
G ~
=
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Since ft(G) is

cyclic,

we

have

that

= 2

so

that

IXGI

can

either be 0

or

1 or 2.

In the case
= 0, Theorem 1.1 asserts that the equivalence class of a
G-vector bundle v over X is completely determined by the H-representation
at the generic fibre. In other words, we have that V is trivial, namely
V -G M x X where M is a G-representation. Moreover if v’ --G M’ x X
is another G-vector bundle, then V
if and only if M and M’ are

equivalent

as

H-representations.

In the case
= 1, Theorem 1.1 asserts that the equivalence class of V
is instead determined by the G-representation v~ (X C XG). Namely we have
that V riG Vx x X. Moreover,
V’ if and only if Vx and T§ are equivalent

G-representations.
In the case
= 2, Theorem 1.1 asserts that the equivalence class of 1!
is determined by the G-representations v~ and Vy (x, y E XG). Notice that v
is trivial if and only if Vx and Vy are equivalent G-representations and, if this
is the case, then V-Vz x X.

REMARK. If j4(G) is not cyclic, it is a standard fact [S] that
Z2EDZ2=
In this case
0, however there are 6 points in P~whose stabilizer properly
contains .H ker it. These 6 points determine 3 distinct G-orbits Cl, C2, C3 each
consisting of exactly 2 points. There are four different possibilities depending
on the number of these special orbits contained in X. If none of these is in X
then, Theorem 1.1 asserts that the equivalence class of the G-vector bundle V
is completely determined by the H-representation at the generic fibre. If instead
some of the orbits are in X, the equivalence class of v is determined by the
Gx-representations Vx where x are elements in the special orbits contained in
X, one for each orbit.
=

1.4 - R - G-modules and R - G-characters
Let X be a complex affine variety on which the finite abelian group G acts
algebraically. Denote by R 0(X) the ring of regular functions over X. Clearly,
G acts also on R. The category of G-vector bundles over X is equivalent to
the category of free R - G-modules, namely, free finitely generated R-modules
M equipped with a G-action such that
=

The functor is given by taking global sections. The category of free R G-modules is an abelian category where the notions of isomorphism (riR-G),
direct sum, tensor product are defined in the usual way. Notice that trivial
G-vector bundles correspond to R - G-modules M such that M rczR-G W oc R
where W is a G-module: they will be called trivial R - G-modules. If G acts
trivially on X, then it also acts trivially on R. In this case R - G-modules are
simply R-modules equipped with an R-linear G-action. In this paper we will
mainly work with R - G-modules instead of G vector bundles.
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We will now focus our attention on R - G-modules of rank 1. Let L be a
free R - G-module with rkR L 1 and let v E L be an R-generator. Then there
exists a map A : G ~ R* such that
=

A is an element of the multiplicative group Z I (G, R*): 1-cocycles of
induces an
G with coefficients in R*. On the other hand, every A E
R - G-module of rank 1 by the formula (3). Notice that if p E R* then

Namely,

from which it follows that the set of equivalence classes of R - G-modules
of rank 1 is in one to one canonical correspondence with the cohomology
denotes the group of
where
group
1-coboundaries, namely the subgroup of Z(G, R*) consisting of the elements of
type g - (g ~p)/p for some p E R*. Elements of H1(G, R*) will also be called,
for evident reasons, R - G-characters. For the sake of simplicity of notations,
from now on we will use the symbols HI (respectively, B 1, Z~) for

(respectively,
G be the kernel of the action of G on R. Notice that if A E Z1
then
R* is a homomorphism and, since H is finite, A(H) C C*
hence AIH E H. Notice, moreover, that if x E X and A E Z1 it makes sence to
consider the map
It is easy to see that À(x)IGz E ax.
(a9)(x).
1
C
Finally, notice that G Z and it is clear that trivial R - G-modules of
rank 1 correspond to R - G-characters which can be represented by elements
in G. If A E
then let X E G be such that XIH AIH- Put a AX-1. Clearly
This
shows
that we can always write a cocycle A
as A
XA with
XIH
x E li and A E Z’ such that XIH = 1. This gives the standard exact sequence
Let H

H -

=

^ 1.

2. -

Cyclic

=

=

Actions

2.1 - Preliminaries

Consider the homomorphism
Assume that G acts cyclically on
Let H = kerit. Assume that
with
the
G-action.
G
associated
~ :
is a generator for
of
be
order
let
such
that
is
and
G
1~
~c(G) cyclic
go E

u(G)
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Let r be
=

Br. Clearly,

0,1, 2.

2.2 - The

slight

finite non-empty G-stable set in Pl1 and put X = P1

a

1

case

We assume throughout this paragraph that
modification of a result proven in [DF].
PROPOSITION 2.1. Assume that

1. The

1 and let M be

following

is

a

a free R -G-module.

Then

1)

There exist
such that

2)

a) If XG

L 1, ... , Lq, R - G submodules of M with rkR(Li)

the

=

=

1

for all

map: H’ --+ G given by ’l/J([À]) = A(x)

is

i

an

isomorphism.
b) If XG 0, the map
given by 0([A])
point of X, is an isomorphism.
where [A] denotes the image of A in HI.
=

=

A(x), where

x

is any

PROOF. We will prove both 1) and 2) simultaneously. Consider on P~1
=
homogeneous coordinates (s, t) such that
{0 = (o,1), oo - (1,0)} and
such that oo E r. Hence X C C =
Notice that the induced G-action
on C is linear so that we can think it as a homomorphism u: G - C * whose
where d is the
image is cyclic of order k. We thus have R := 0 (X) =
equation of rB { oo } and go - z = cz where ê is a k-th primitive root of unity.
Notice that there exists a character X E G such that g . d = x(g)d for all g E G
from which it immediately follows that h := dk E RG. Hence R = C [z,1/h] and

RG
In the case R C [z] the result was proven in [DF] (Theorem 2.6). We
will sketch the generalization. Let q rkRM. Clearly rkRGM kq. Notice that
(go) acts RG-linearly on M. By considering isotypical components for such
actions it is straightforward to see [DF] that we can restrict ourselves to the
following situation
=

=

where the Mj’s are R G -free submodules,
of (go) such that

where

Mj’s

isotypical components

for the action

thinking of j as an element of Z/kZ. Since G is abelian, the
also G-invariant. From (3) it also follows that rkRGMj.= q for all j

we are

are

=
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and

we

have the

following

filtration

If X G 0, then z E R*. It then follows that
from Theorem 1.2 that there exists an RG-basis
=

zi Mo Mi for all i. It follows
{el, ... , eq} of Mo such that
=

where xi E ê. It is immediate to see that {el, ... , eq) is an R-basis of M and
this shows 1) for this case. Part 2) in this case, simply follows by considering
the fact, for q 1, that by multiplying the ei by suitables zP, we can arbitrarily
where H1 is the annihilator of H.
change Xi in its lateral class
Assume from now on that z ¢ R*. Set
=

It is easy to see, from the structure of R , that the
C -vector spaces and H-representations. Moreover, we
a decomposition of No in H-submodules

Nj
can

finite dimensional
prove that there exists

are

such that

Notice that dime No = q and let
1,..., q} be a C-basis of No, adapted to
the decomposition (5), respect to which the action of H is diagonal. Consider
=
now an RG-basis
1,..., q} of Mo respect to which H also acts diagonally.
The projection in No
1, ... , q} is clearly another C-basis of No with
such that fi = E Aihfh.
diagonal H-action. Therefore there exists A E
Clearly
= ~ Aihehli = 1,..., q} is an RG-basis of Mo respect to which H
acts diagonally and fi = fi. It follows from the construction that
=

=

for suitable wi E M such that
we can prove that

E

Ks. Everything will clearly follow, if
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is an R-basis of M. The only thing to check is that B generates M. Let P
denote the submodule generated by B. Clearly Mo C P. Let now m
It
follows from our construction that

where A,t

This

E C

implies

and ffi EE Mo. Then

our

claims.

0

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: THE CASE
2.1.

Proposition
2.3 - The

1. It

immediately

follows from
0

case

We start with the

following

result.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that
( = 2. Let M be a free R - G-module.
= 1
Then there exist L 1, ... , Lq, R - G- submodules of M with
for all
i such that M
1 Lz.
=

PROOF. We will prove it by induction on q = rkRM. Nothing to prove if
a E XG and consider Rd := 0(XB{a}) = R[(z - a)-1]. Ma := M ®R Ra
q
is a free Ra - G-module with rkRaMa = rkRM. Since there is only one fixed
with Li free
point in XB{a}, it follows from Proposition 2.1 that Ma =
of
rank
1.
Notice
we
an
that
have
R-modules
G-modules
Ra embedding
M ~ Ma given by m - m ® 1. Put L, = Ll n M. Clearly L, is an
R - G-submodule of M and since M is R-free, also L, is. The rank of
L1 is 1. Indeed, fix an Ra - generator e for L1 and take
v2 in L1. Then,
there exist x, y E Ra such that vl - xe and v2 = ye. Let t E N be such that
x’ _ (z - a)tx and y’ = (z - a)ty are in R. Then, y’(z - a)tvl = y’x’e = x’(z - a)tv2.
This implies that the rank is 1. Finally, L is a direct summand of M. Indeed,
we have the R-embedding
=

1. Let

which shows that M/L1 is
sequence of R - G-modules

torsionless, hence free. We thus have the

exact

It is a standard fact [BH] that then (8) is also R - G-split,
write
M
L, 0 N for a suitable R - G-submodule N. By
namely,
is
N and therefore we are finished.
theorem
true
for
D
induction,

which is

R-split.

we can

=
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We now need to
to to this we need to

study in detail the structure of R - G-characters. In order
establish a simple preparatory result.

LEMMA 2.3. Let 0 E
be such that ~k
Id and
for all
0
i
k. Let p E 1 be such that ~(p) ~ p. Then there exist homogeneous
coordinates (s, t) on
and numbers a, /3 E C k-th roots of unity with
primitive k-th root, such that 0 is given by
=

and the

point

p

corresponds

PROOF. Fix

homogeneous

(1,0) and 0(p)
map of type
oo

to

=

to 0

=

00

=

(1, 0).

coordinates in such a way that p corresponds to
to such coordinates 0 is a linear

(0, 1). With respect

It follows from our assumptions that Bk
that, changing B by scalar multiplication,
Bk I. Clearly, we can write B as

=

AI where A E C. It is then clear
bring ourselves to the case

we can

=

where a and ,Q are the eigenvalues of B and where c e C*. An easy check
shows that changing homogeneous coordinates by (s, t) 1---+ (cs, t) will turn B
into the form (9) with c 1, while keeping fixed oo and 0. It is immediate to
notice that a and 03B2 satisfy all the properties. This concludes the proof.
D
=

By virtue of Lemma 2.3, we can fix homogeneous coordinates (s, t) in
such a way that 0
is represented in the form (9) and oo
( 1, 0) is
not in X. Thinking in the canonical way C as
we then have X C C
and R
where h
Notice that XG {-c~-/?}. Put
0(X)
=

=

=

=

~=a-103B2
We have the

following

result

PROPOSITION 2.4:

1)

Every R - G-character admits a representative A
with x E G
E Z’ given by

where ’fJ,

v

E

triple (X, il, v).

{0, ... , k

-

1 }.

E

ZI such that A

=

xa

We will say that A is associated with the
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2)

Consider the

Then

ker ~ Bl
=

homomorphism

and

1m ç =

E

C x 61 xiH

=

PROOF. 1) Let A E Z . We know that we can write A X~ with X c 6
and
l. In proving 1), we can evidently assume that A X. Since À90 E R*,
it is easy to see that there exist a E C~ *, bl, ... , bn E r such that the elements
0, bl , ... ,bn are in pairwise distinct orbits with respect to the action of G, and
integers vo,..., i and vo, ... , 1 for s 1,..., n such that
=

X/H

=

=

=

k-1

Now, using the fact that

(-1 )k,

rl

we

obtain

i=O

Since
a

~90 -

1, it easily follows that
for

=

Let

now

Aog = 9 . p .

Then

a

Li vi =
suitable 1/ e (0, ... ,k - 1 } .
e R* and
(qi(z) -

0 for all s =

1,...,~, and

consider Ao e B1 given by
with the convention that 1/-1= 1/k-l.

=

t£s,

From
it easily follows that for any set of integers ro,...,rk-lwith Li r ~= 0
there exists Ao e B1 such that
From this it follows that,
by changing A in the lateral class aB1 we can assume that
=

It is clear, by previous considerations, that two cocycles which are of the type
(12) with the same t7 and the same Li via, belong to the same lateral class of
B . Lets E Z and v E {0,... ~ - 1} be such that ri vi
It then follows
that we can reduce ourselves to the situation vo = v + s and vi = s for all i &#x3E; 1.
Since,
(-1)k, we now see that such A has the form (10).

2): It is immediate to see that B1c ker ~. On the other hand, let A E ker ~.
Since B1 C ker~, it is not restrictive to assume that A is as in part 1). A
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straightforward verification
image

shows that then A

is evident from part

Notice that the

map ~

1.

=

Finally,

in

previous proposition,

Notice that this yields Theorem 1.1 in the rank 1
Consider now

Composing

with the natural

the condition

on

1).
induces

a

the
D

quotient injection

case.

surjective map 6 : 6n --+ Repn(G).

We obtain

Consider on
the equivalence ~ induced by the R - G-equivalence of
modules. It follows from Proposition 2.2 that (H 1 )n / ^_~ is in one to one
correspondence with the equivalence classes of free R - G-modules of rank
n. It is moreover clear that if M, M’ E H1 are such that M ~ M’ then
~(M) _ ~(M’). We thus have the quotient map

This map

functorially corresponds

to the map A of Theorem 1.1.

PROPOSITION 2.5.

1)
2)

,

V) is injective.

,

~)

f(PI, P2) E Repn(G) x

B

PROOF. 2) It is sufficient to prove it in the case n = 1 and in this case it
follows from Proposition 2.4.
We now prove 1). The symmetric group Sn acts by permutation on 6n
and it is clear that if x, y E Gn, then there exists a E Sn such that u .x y if and
only if 6(z) 6(y). Consider the product action of Sn x Sn on Gn x Gn. We need
then to prove that if M, M’ E
are such that
~(n)(M) =
for some (u 1, (2) E Sn x Sn, then M ~ M’. Since every element in S’n x Sn
can be written as product of elements of type (a, 1) and (1, u) where Q is a
it is clear that it is enough to prove the result in the case n 2. Let
transposition,
AP E ZlI be cocycles associated, for p = l, 2, 3, 4, with the triples, respectively,
a2] the
vp), in the sense of part 1 ) of Proposition 2.4. Denote by
free R - G-module with generators e1 and e2 and G-action:
=

=

=
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define [À3,À4] with generators
will prove that
We
O(A3, À4).

Similarly

we

f,1 and f2. Assume that ~(a 1, a2) _

If we exclude trivial cases in which the pairs (A,,
differ by a permutation, it is easy to see that we

following

A2) and (A 3, A4)
can

are

equal

or

restrict ourselves to the

case:
-

.

Clearly a 1m for
following relations:
=

In order to prove
such that

some

(13),

0

we

m

will

-

,

k and then

explicitely

,Q

=

construct a

.

We then obtain the

matrix A E GL(2, R)

It is immediate to check that indeed such matrix A yields an R - G-isomorphism
from (A3, À4] to [A , A’], with respect to the choosen basis. Notice that if vi v3
then a= A3 and A2 A4 so that the problem becomes trivial. We will assume
from now on that Vl:fV3,V4 and similarly that
We now need to
consider some explicit eigenfunctions of the action of go on R. A straightforward
computation shows that for
=

=

we

have

Consider the 2

x

2 matrix A whose elements

are

given by.
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where

It

easily follows from relations (14)

and

(15), that A satisfy (16).

to be proven that A is invertible. Let us

It

only remains

first show that

We simply have to prove that the two sets { vl - v3, v2 - v4) and I vi - v4, v2 - v31
contain the same number of non negative elements. This is clearly true if vi = v2
or if v3 = v4. We can therefore assume that

It follows from (14) and
only three possibilities:

(15) that

v, + v2 - v3 + v4

(mod k). Hence, there

are

In case A) one can easily check that both sets have exactly one non negative
element. Case B):
&#x3E; 0, v4 - v2 &#x3E; 0. Also we have that [vi, v3) n (v2, v4] f
from which it follows that v2 v3, v,
v4 which proves the claim. Analogously
one can check case C). We have that

where M

k(611 + 622)- It is immediate to see, from previous
We
have to prove that p(z) = [(z+~3)k - (z+a)k] E R*.
considerations, that M k.
Notice that p has degree not greater than k - 1 and that p(0) = 0. It is straightfroward to see that if zo is a zero of p, than also
(if different from
oo) is a zero. This indeed implies that p E R*. This completes the proof.
D
=

v, + v2 - v3 - v4 +
=

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: THE CASE

= 2.

1) follows from Proposition 2.2. 2) follows from Proposition 2.5.

D
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3. -

Non-cyclic Actions

3.1 - Preliminaries
We assume in this paragraph that ~((3) ~ Z2 (BZ2. Let gi, 92 E G be such
that it., and ¡.tg2 are generators of ¡.t(G). Denote H keril as before. Denote
by Cl =
(respectively, C2 = la2,021, C3 = {~3~3}) the set of fixed
points in PI1 for the elements, gl (respectively, g2, g3 glg2). Denote by Gi the
stabilizer of, any element in Ci. Denote by m =
X} ~ . Notice that, since
G acts transitively on the sets Ci it follows that if Ci ct X then ci n X 0.
=

=

=

3.2 - The

X

case

We first consider the case UiCi g X, namely m
3, and we assume
that Cl n X = 0. We now fix homogeneous coordinates (s, t) on P~I such
that ai = 0 = (0, 1) and ,Q1 = oo = (1,0). In this way X C C and
R
where b E C[z]. Moreover, we necessarily have
0(X) =
that
-z and it is easy to see that we can assume, without lack of
In this way ex.2 -P2 1 and a3 -/33 i.
generality, that JJ92(Z)
=

=

PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that
Then M is trivial.

=

UiCi ct

=

=

X and let M be

=

a free R-G-module.

PROOF. Consider the isotypical components Mj of M for the action of H.
Clearly they are R-submodules and it is easy to see that they are G-invariant.
In order to prove the result it is therefore enough to suppose that there is only
one of them. It now follows from Proposition 2.1 that there exist an R-basis
of M, such that

x E H
{~2~1,’"~2~}

where

easily

and where al e C is such that aî
It is clear that
is another R-basis of M with same properties. From this it
follows that there exists a matrix A e GL(q, R) such that
=

Aih(z) for all i and h. It is easy to see that there exists a
such that Aij E R := C~ [z2, z-2, b(z2)-1 ] for all i, j . Denote
polynomial b(z)
the
module
M
free
R
generated by {e 1,..., en } . M is also a Z2 - R-module
by
where the Z2 action is given by (1). It follows from Propositions 2.2 and 2.4,
that it is possible to change R-basis in M in such a way that in the new basis
where

=

E R*

{ e 1, ... , en }

we

have
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where a2 e C is such that a2 x(g2) and where ni; e {0,1}. Clearly,
think of (e[ , ... , ei) also as an R-basis for M and we also still have
=

Finally,

consider the R-basis of M

This proves the

triviality

=

=

1,..., q}. We

now

we can

have

of M.

PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume

0
3 and

m

Ci C X if and only if 3 - m

3.

i

Then

1)

Every

R - G-character admits

with x E

2)

6

E

a

representative A

E

Z1 such that A

ker ~ B1
=

Xa

ZI given by

where vi E {O, I}. We will say that A is associated with (X, v4
Consider the homomorphism

Then

=

~, ... ,

and

1): It follows from Proposition 3.1 that any R - G-character can
represented by a A E Z’ of the type A X~ where X AIH E ÎI and where
1. We can assume that A
X. If m 2, is already of the type (3).
If m
2, then C2 n X = 0. Consider p(z)
1)-1E R* and notice that
PROOF.

be

=

=

=

=

=

=

A

Notice that
then consider a9 :=
E
I
=
AB~
has
the
form
then
A’
E
1,
(3). In the
a92
case m
we furtherly modify it using the
0, we start from A’ and if
same technique than before but with the polynomial q(z)
z/(z2 + 1)’ E R*.
92P = -p and

a93 = a93

and

p. If
1. In the

=

=

case m

=

=

2): It is immediate to see that BC ker ~. On the other hand, let A e ker g.
Since BlI C ker ~, it is not restrictive to assume that A is as in part 1). A
straightforward verification shows that then A = 1. Finally, the condition on the
D
image is evident from part 1).
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As in Section 2,

the product of n
thus obtain the map

By considering
we

consider the

we now

quotient injection

copies of ~ and

the

surjections

Consider on
the equivalence ~-- induced by the R - G-equivalence of
modules. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that
is in one to one
with
the
classes
It is moreover
of
R
G-modules.
correspondence
equivalence
clear that we can consider the quotient map

This map

functorially corresponds

to the map A

of Theorem 1.1.

PROPOSITION 3.3:

1)
2)

0 is injective.

PROOF.

from

2) It is sufficient

Proposition 3.2.
1): Injectivity is

this case,

we

to prove

evident if

m

it for

n

=

1 and in this

2. We consider

now

the

case

it follows

case m

=

2. In

have

the argument used in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we see that
restrict ourselves to consider the case n 2. Let AP E Z’ be cocycles
in the
associated, for p = 1, 2, 3, 4, with the triples, respectively, (X(P),
sense of part 1) of Proposition 3.2. Denote by [À 1, À2] the free R - G module
with generators e1 and e2 and G-action:

By repeating
we can

=

v§l’~ ,

Similarly

we

~(~3, A4) =
that the

only

5

with generators fi and f2. We assume that
will
We
A2).
prove that [A3, A4] ^_·R_G [À 1, A2]. It is easy to see
non-trivial case to be considered is the following
define
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It is

immediate to check that the matrix

now

induces, with respect

[À3, A4]

and

to the

choosen basis,

an

R -

between
0

G-isomophism

[À 1, A2].

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: THE CASE

m

3.

1) follows from Proposition 3.1. 2) follows from Proposition 3.3.
3.3 - The
We

case

D

U;C; C X

now assume

that Ci C X for all i

=

1, 2, 3. We

start with the

following

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M be a free R - G-module. Then there exist
R - G-submodules of M with rkR (La ) - 1 for all i such that
M

=

®q 1 Lz.

PROOF. It is analogous to the
sketch it.
Let q = rkR M. Consider X1

proof

of

Proposition 2.2,

so we

will

only

Clearly X1 is G-stable and
M OR Rl is a free R, - G-module
where each Li
with rkR, Ml q. It follows from Proposition 3.1 that Ml =
is an Rl - G-module of rank 1. We have a canonical embedding M -~ Mi . Put
L= L1 f1 M. Repeating the argument of Proposition 2.2 one checks that L1 is
is R-free. Result then follows by
an R - G-module of rank 1 and that
induction.
D
Rl

=

0(Xl)

=

=

R[(z - a,)-I(z - /31)-1]. Ml

:=

=

M/L1

of R - G-characters in the case m 3.
study in detail the structure
1
in
coordinates
P~
in
such
a way that 00 fj X, 1
and
homogeneous
-1 = J.Lg1 (-1 ). This implies that
A
calculation
shows
(z)
straightforward
that, necessarily,
We

now

=

Fix

=

=

for some a e CB{0,!,-!}. The G-orbit of oo then consists of {oo,0,a, l la).
Hence X C
a)-1(z 1/al and R 0(X) =
where h
We now introduce some polynomials which are going to be
relevant in the sequel.
=
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Clearly

We have the

following

PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume

1)

m

=

3. Then

R - G-character admits a
with X E G
E ZI given by

Every

where vl, v2, 1] E

{0,1 ~.

representative

A E ZI such that A

We will say that A is associated with the

=

XA-

quadruple

(X,
2)

Consider the

homomorphism

Then, ker ~

Bland

=

Z~. We know that we can write A = xi with
that A X. Consider G=
the stabilizer
x
of 1 and -1. By applying Proposition 2.4 to G i and considering the fact that
we can assume
J.tg2 (1) -1, it follows that, up to a change of A in
that Ag, for some vl E {O, I}. Considerf := a92 E R*. f satisfies the
PROOF.
E

H.

1 ) : Let A

We

E

can assume

=

=

following

relations

On the other hand,

f

E R*

is of the form
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Z, and bj E
t 1, t2,
~0, a,1 /a}) are distinct points.
we obtain that q has to be an even number and that if (z - bj)
must appear with the same multiplicity. Moreover,
appears, then also (z and
we must have 2s
tl t2 t. We therefore have that f is of the
Lj
form
following
with

a

E

C*,

s,

By imposing (7),

b j 1)

=

=

A

straightforward computation

=

shows that

From this it follows that if z - bj appears in (10)
for all b E
must appear and with opposite multiplicity. We thus obtain the
also z following form for f :

q
~

~

Consider

now

Ao given by Aog

where q

=

=

n [(z -

~

It is

7=1

immediate to notice that
relations hold true

by taking

as new

A, the cocycle AAO, the following

with vl, v2 c ~0,1 } and ?7 E Z. Now, in order to find one
which 7y
0, 1, we only need to multiply A by Ao given
where s is such that q - 2s 0, 1.
=

representative
by

for

=

2): It is immediate to see that B1c ker ~. On the other hand, let A E ker ~.
Since BI C ker ~, it is not restrictive to assume that A is as in part 1). A
straightforward verification shows that then À 1. Finally, the condition on the
image is evident from part 1).
=

As in

previous

section 3.2,

we now

consider the

quotient injection

359

3.2, ~ induces

As in section

Consider its

a

map

quotient

where -- is as before the induced equivalence of R - G-modules. Again, because
of Proposition 3.4, this map functorially corresponds to the map A of Theorem
1.1.
PROPOSITION 3.6.

1¡;

1)
2)

is

injective.

PROOF.
from

2): it is sufficient

to prove it

for n

=

1 and in this

Proposition 3.5.
1 ): Repeating the argument

case

it follows

s

used in the proof of Proposition 2.5, we see
reduce ourselves to consider the case n
2. Let AP E Z’ be
for
with
the
associated,
p 1, ... ,4,
77 (P)), in the sense
quadruples (X(P),
of Proposition 3.5. Denote by [al, a2] the free R - G-module with generators
el and e2 and G-action as in (4). Similarly we define [A3, A4] with generators
f1 and f2. It is easy to see that if ~(a3, ~4) _ ~(~ 1, ~2) and if we exclude trivial
cases in which we can pass from (Àl,À2) to (À3,À4) by identity or permutation,
then X= X2 X3 = X4 = X and it is immediate that in this case we can assume,
without lack of generality that X 1. On the other hand, the set of cocycles A
associated with quadruples of type (1, vi, V2, "1) are in bijection with the set or
row vectors of dimension 3 consisting of 1 and -1: the correspondence is given
Pairs of such cocycles
by associating to A the vector
then correspond to 2 x 3 matrices of 1, -1. If A is such a matrix we will denote
MA [A 1, A2] where (a 1, a2) is the pair corresponding to A. Let A, B be such
matrices and assume that o(MA) = o(MB). We clearly have
that

we can

=

vr) , (P)

=

=

=

=

If Alj A2 j for two different j’s, there is nothing to prove, since in this case
either A B or they differ by row permutation, and, hence, MA and MB are
trivially R - G-isomorphic. We now analyze the case Aij A2j for one j. By
symmetry we can assume that All = A21. It is easy to see that, up to some row
permutation, the only essential cases to be considered are the following
=

=

=
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(14), MA and MB are the R - G-modules with generators,
and f 1, f 2 and G-actions given by
respectively,
In the

case

e 1, e2

from (5), (16) and (17) that the R-homomorphism from
MB represented, with respect to the choosen basis, by the polynomial

It is immediate to

MA

to

see

matrix

is

~

~

.

G-homomorphism. Moreover det C 4p E R*. Hence MA and MB
isomorphic R - G-modules. In the case (15), it is immediate to see that the
same matrix C yields R - G-isomorphism from MB to MA. It remains to be
considered the case when
for all j = 1, 2, 3. By the usual permutation
an

R -

=

are

argument

following

that we
four matrices

we see

can assume

that the matrices A and B

are

two of the

considerations on the points al, a2, and a3, it follows that it is
sufficient to consider the following two cases: A Ll, B L2 and A L3,
B L4. In the first case MA and MB are the R - G-modules with generators,
respectively, el, e2 and fl, f2 and G-actions given by, respectively,

By symmetry

=

=

=

=

and

from (5), (19) and (20) that the R-homomorphism from
MB to MA represented, with respect to the choosen basis, by the polynomial
matrix
It is immediate to

see

.

1

-

,

361

is an R -

G-homomorphism. Moreover,

from the relation

it easily follows that det C = 16 E R*. This completes the case A Li, B L2.
It is easy to see that in the case A L3, B L4, the same matrix C induces
R - G-isomorphism between the corresponding R - G-modules MA and MB.
The proof is now complete.
D
=

=

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1: THE CASE m

=

=

=

3

1) follows from Proposition 3.4.
2) follows from Proposition 3.6.

D
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